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Accomplishments from the past quarter
The Language Steering Committee met twice last quarter and had rich conversations about
parity between ASL and Spanish language needs in the Area.  During the past quarter, we
have provided Spanish interpretation at the Area’s Archives and Corrections standing
committee quarterlies, a pre-assembly and GSR school.  We mailed out a Spanish
newsletter after the last Area business quarterly meeting. I was able to attend one of D41’s
monthly business meetings and talk about the Language Steering Committee.  We
responded to a request through the Greater Seattle Intergroup from a dietician who was
seeking AA resources for a Punjabi-speaking client of.  We were able to provide links to two
online meetings in Punjabi, three recorded Punjabi speakers, and links to the Big Book and
12 & 12 translated into Punjabi.  It feels great to be able to help others connect to AA and
utilize the gifts of technology to remove or reduce language barriers.

Problems or issues we are facing or have already dealt with
I worked with our Area Secretary to develop systems for putting together the Spanish
newsletter and streamlining the process for having quarterly documents interpreted.
Previously, there had been a lot of manual work downloading, uploading, and emailing
documents that needed to be translated between the document originator, myself, the
translator, back to myself and back to the original sender.  It was time intensive and
ine�cient.  Now, we are moving toward better utilizing our Area 72 shared Google Drive to
store, track and archive translated documents.  It feels like a small but mighty step forward
in making the Spanish translation process more simpli�ed.

On a personal note, I have…

Please share some goals we hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter.
One of the goals for the next quarter is to visit more district meetings and talk about the
Language Steering Committee and what services we provide in ASL and Spanish.  If you
are eager to have an Area guest speaker at your business meeting, please reach out at
languagechair@area72aa.org. I would be delighted to join your district meeting!
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